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4L   –   Preview Answers 

 
 

You try 
 

Fill in the blanks below. 
 
1. big   bigger    the biggest 
2. small   smaller    the smallest  
3. quiet   quieter    the quietest 
4. noisy   noisier    the noisiest  
5. pretty   prettier    the prettiest  
6. young   younger   the youngest  
7. cheap   cheaper    the cheapest  
8. expensive  more expensive   the most expensive  
9. disgusting  more disgusting   the most disgusting 
10. crowded  more crowded   the most crowded 

 

 

You choose   Answers will vary. 

 
Fill in the blanks using the adjectives below. Change them to the correct form. 
 
interesting big  beautiful  tall  cute  high
 crowded  kind  cheap  funny  expensive 
       
1. My new car is much _faster_ than my old one. 
2. Russia is a lot cheaper than Japan. 

3. I love shopping in China. Everything is so much cheaper than in Japan. 

4. Your garden is very beautiful. It’s much more beautiful than mine. 

5. Every time I see my grandson he looks bigger. 

6. I think dogs are much cuter than cats. That’s why I want one. 

7. Mt. Everest is the highest mountain in the world. 

8. James is really funny. He’s the funniest friend I have. 

9. I went to Tokyo last week. It was the most crowded place I have ever been to. 

10. Tokyo is also the most expensive city to live in. Nothing is cheap. 

11. That movie was the most interesting I have seen this year. It was much more interesting than 

the one we saw last week. 
 

 

Your turn  Answers will vary. 

 
What is the most interesting movie you have seen? What is it more interesting than? 
 

The most interesting movie I have seen is Goldfinger. It is much more interesting than From Russia 

With Love. 

 
Repeat for: the newest thing you own, the nicest person you know, the tastiest food you can cook. 

The newest thing I own is my wristwatch. It is much newer than my shoes. 

The nicest person I know is my grandmother. She is much nicer than my little sister. 

The tastiest food I can cook is lasagne. It is much tastier than the lasagne you can buy in 

any restaurant. 


